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The importance of Copywriting 

The importance of copywriting is increasing due to the growth of digital marketing activities on the
websites and social media. For this reason, it's important to create content that responds at the same
time to as many search intents as possible, attracts the target audience and incites to read and share the
content in question, having a good impact also on brand awareness. If the contents of a website create
engagement, they will gain importance within search engines, advancing in online positioning.

In 1996, Bill Gates used to say “Content is king”, considering contents, and in particular texts, as the focus
around which online communication can develop successfully, creating copies that meet the needs or
curiosity of users.
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Copywriting,

storytelling,

and content
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Copywriting, storytelling, and content marketing

Storytelling is a narrative activity that aims at creating brand engagement, with the goal of engaging
and stimulating the reader.  It creates empathy and makes the product/service more accessible and
understandable, giving everyone the opportunity to recognize themselves as protagonists of the
story.
Content marketing is not linked to the sale, but aims at creating connection with the audience you
want to reach, helping the customers understand the brand, generating interest for it and for what it
proposes.
Copywriting is for sure included in Content marketing and Storytelling but it is also linked to the
concept of advertising and aims at selling a brand, and consequently its products and services.

1.1
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How to do
Copywriting 
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How to do Copywriting

Choose an attractive title, using a clear and direct language, that creates trust in the potential
customer and towards the brand and can converge the attention of users towards what the brand
proposes. The title determines up to 80% of visits of a website.
Repeat the title all along the copy, to keep the reference to a particular theme, reproposing the terms
used in the title itself or reworking and enriching the message. Especially from a SEO perspective, this
process is particularly effective to ensure that the search engine optimizes the created content in the
best possible way.
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Talk about a problem, familiar to the target audience, providing precise, concrete, and measurable
data to attract the attention of the reader/potential customer who will recognize himself in the
situation illustrated. The problem should correspond to the search intent of the customer.
Propose a solution to the problem which has previously been raised. A key aspect of this phase is to
present the product /service highlighting its characteristics that present it as the most suitable
solution for the problems of the target audience.
Use Call to Actions, to incentivize users to act, interacting with the brand, subscribing to the
newsletter, purchasing a product or service.
Put key information in the introduction and in the conclusion of texts, as the reader who enjoys
online contents often tends to have a lower level of attention, reading the initial part and then
proceeding quickly towards the end of the text.
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The different types of Copywriting

Persuasive copywriting
SEO copywriting
Content copywriting
Technical copywriting
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Persuasive
copywriting

3.1
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Persuasive Copywriting

Use a clear , convincing and simple language.
Use the first person of the plural to increase the emotional impact on the reader. It helps to create a
community of which the user can be part.

Persuasive copywriting aims at expressing a concept through terms and contents that break through
the reader’s mind. A persuasive copy tends to include the user’s emotions in the communication process,
leveraging the needs of the target audience to induce it to act in a specific way and creating an emotional
connection.

It is also good to:

3.1
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SEO
Copywriting

3.2
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SEO Copywriting

SEO copywriting is an essential activity to generate traffic and its main purpose consists in writing SEO
oriented texts, combining different elements, in particular good writing techniques and SEO optimization
techniques for search engines.

3.2
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Content
Copywriting

3.3
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Content Copywriting

Content copywriting concerns texts intended for a website or social media and is centered on specific
topics. It is important to create attractive and engaging content. Often, it develops in parallel with
creative copywriting, integrating the creation of content such as company slogans, titles, and concepts to
be elaborated.

3.3
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Technical
Copywriting

3.4
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Technical Copywriting

Technical copywriting deals with the process of writing texts of specific topics or sectors whose creation
requires a high level of specialist knowledge. The aim is to give added value to readers with specialist
knowledge.

3.4
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Copywriter Skills
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Copywriter Skills

Excellent writing skills, even better if persuasive.
Excellent command of the language and care of spelling and grammar.
Skills related to the SEO field, with familiarity with the related tools.
Organization skills and ability to connect with the target audience.
Ability to write and create texts in different styles, to capture the attention of different targets.
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The role of a
copywriter in a
company
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The role of a copywriter in a company

SEO copywriter
Social copywriter
Micro copywriter

A copywriter is a professional figure whose main task is to use words in a strategic way to create a
message optimized for the search engine and that generates leads and sales.
Referring mainly to online communication, the figure of the web copywriter grows and develops, and the
same skills, like those of the offline copywriter, are used on the pages of websites or more generally in the
world of online advertising.

It is possible to distinguish the roles of:
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The best 10 Copywriting tools  

Atomic AI
Contents.com
 CrawlQ
 Instant Market Research
 Jarvis
Melascrivi
 Phrasee
Textbroker
 Wezen
 Writesonic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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Atomic AI

Atomic AI is an AI-based platform that analyzes and optimizes contents with a simple click for search
engines. It is a great tool to save time, achieving high performance results. 
This platform deals with various activities, including brand management, content management,
conversion tracking, SEO content creation, etc.

Pricing: there are 5 different plans, from free to 1.500€ per month.

6.1
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CrawlQ

6.2
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CrawlQ

CrawlQ is one of the most creative copywriting platforms on the market. Also based on Artificial
Intelligence, it is an excellent support tool to establish the reference target and analyze research intents.
It also creates content structured according to market research, increasing organic traffic, conversion
rates, engagement, etc.

Pricing: there are 4 different plans, from 79€ to 1.199€ per month.

6.2
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Research 
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Instant Market Research 

PickFu’s Instant Market Research allows to test various contents (texts, images or videos) by proposing a
poll, according to which it is possible to determine what are the main interests of potential customers.
The results obtained provide information on the percentages of users who responded, the reasons for
which they made a certain choice, as well as demographic data.

Pricing: it offers customized payment plans starting from 50€.

6.3
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Jarvis

6.4
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Jarvis

As AI-powered tool, Jarvis creates high-performance contents for websites, blogs, advertising, and more.
It takes particular care of the brand’s tone of voice, also providing translation services in more than 11
languages.

Pricing: 29€ per month or 109€ per month.

6.4
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Melascrivi

6.5
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Melascrivi

Melascrivi is one of the copywriting platforms where the demand and supply of articles and contents for
the web meet, connecting Publishers and Authors to create original and quality texts, on every topic. It
also offers translation services in 6 languages and anti-plagiarism control. 

Pricing: from 0,008€ per word to 0,05€ per word.

6.5
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Phrasee

6.6
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Phrasee

Phrasee is a valid copywriting tool, based on Artificial Intelligence, useful to optimize blogs’, companies’
and brands’ contents to retain potential customers.

Pricing: it does not provide pre-established payment plans.

6.6
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Textbroker

6.7
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Textbroker

Textbroker is one of the copywriting platforms that represent a meeting place between customers and
authors. It offers content creation services covering a variety of topics and a translation service.

Pricing: from 1,5 cents per word to 2,7 cents per word.

6.7
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Wazen
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Wezen

Wezen is a tool that offers copy creation services and translation services. Thanks to Wezen, it is possible
to improve the SEO strategies and define the online identity globally.

Pricing: there are 30 days of trial.

6.8
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Writesonic
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Writesonic

Among the various copywriting platforms, with Writesonic it is possible to generate high-performance
contents for blogs, Landing Pages, product descriptions and much more.

Pricing: there are 4 different plans, from free to 179,60€ per month.

6.9
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A focus on
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Contents.com 

Data and trends analysis for e-commerce, startups, publishers and online companies.
Production of product sheets, blog articles, translations into numerous languages.
Distribution of content, to increase brand awareness and visibility of startups, online business and e-
commerce. 

Contents.com is one of the best tools on copywriting for startups that develops and applies Artificial
Intelligence, and aims at optimizing content marketing processes, saving time and resources.

It offers a series of tools to support online businesses to develop and improve their Content marketing
strategies, such as:

6.10
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Heatmaps: they are the visual representation of the behavior and path of users on a website, blog or
web page.
Content creation: contents covering different thematic areas such as news, technology, fashion,
health, gastronomy, travel, sports and much more. 
Product sheets: it can make a difference in search engine ranking and e-commerce conversions.
Natural language generation: it generates content automatically and instantaneously with a single
click, without the need for human intervention

47
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Heatmaps pricing: Free trial, Basic plan starting from 27 euros per month, other plans are available 
Content creation pricing: Base plan starting from €56.40 per month, other plans are available
Product Sheets pricing: Base plan starting from  €35 per month, other plans are available 
Natural Language Generation pricing: Base plan starting from €20 per month, other plans are
available 

Contents.com offers different subscription plans for each service:
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The best 10 books
on Copywriting
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The best 10 books on Copywriting

 1. The copywriter’s handbook
 2. How to Write Seductive Web Copy
 3. The Adweek Copywriting Handbook
 4. On advertising
 5. Tested Advertising Methods
 6. Copy Logic!
 7. #Digital copywriter. Pensa come una copy, agisci nel digitale
 8. Le armi della persuasione
 9. Farsi capire
 10. Neuromarketing e Copywriting
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

Copywriting activities have become essential to structure a communication that is effective and that
meets the needs of users. To achieve business objectives, to acquire new customers, increase brand
awareness and generate sales of a given company, it is good to advertise a product/service by
highlighting its strengths and involving the potential customer using copywriting techniques.

Along this presentation, we gave you all the necessary information to learn more about this subject and
start setting your copywriting strategy. We are looking forward to hear your stories of success!
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Don't waste your time and choose one

of these tools for Copywriting!
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If you want to know more

Visit our blog!

WWW.SCALEAPSE.COM/BLOG
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